Goldstein Outlines his Plans for CUNY

By Tumin Islam
Baruch College President, Matthew Goldstein, detailed his vision for the future of the City University of New York and paths to restore CUNY to national prominence at a luncheon organized by the Manhattan Institute on Thursday, October 9.

To sources who closely follow Mr. Goldstein, his ideas to make CUNY a three-tier system, tougher admissions standards for elite and senior colleges, and more specialized programs at various campuses are nothing new. He has on many occasions mentioned various parts of his plans for CUNY but this is the first time he formally detailed his plans.

Goldstein then called for a re-evaluation of the 30 year old "open admission" policy. Although he did not want to steer the university away from its open doors policy, he drew up three different sets of admission standards in an effort to channel all remedial courses to community colleges.

The toughest, "Path One," as he calls it, would require an incoming freshman to complete college preparatory courses, New York State college courses of any kind, he said in his speech.

"Path Two," the moderately difficult admissions would expect the incoming freshmen to have completed a designated number of college preparatory courses or attain a certain General Equivalency Diploma score. "Path Three" freshmen would only need a high school diploma or GED.

Colleges that opt for Path Two, admissions standard "should offer remedial courses only outside of the regular curriculum," he said. Remedial courses would be eliminated from the regular curriculum in Path Two colleges.

Path Three colleges would be allowed to offer more than one set of remedial instructions to his students.

He also envisions a campus university as an integrated institution and not individual stand alone, one-stop-shop colleges. His plans would channel courses to colleges that would specialize in...continued on page 3

Safety in Numbers
Baruch community one of the safest, based on statistics

By Chan-joon Moon
The murder of Dong K. Lee on September 27, in an underground parking lot at 26th Street and 2nd Avenue, has shocked the residents of this otherwise low-crime area of the neighborhood around Baruch College.

Despite the occurrence of this highly publicized crime, Baruch Security and the 13th Precinct, citing crime statistics, stated that students and residents need not be alarmed and community members expressed little fear or worry about their personal safety.

"It's an isolated incident specifically related to the victim. They specifically targeted this person," said Henry J. McLaughlin, Director of Security for Baruch College. Indeed, statistics compiled by Baruch Security in cooperation with the 13th Precinct show that so far this year, Baruch students have not been the victims of any violent crime at the college or in its environs. There have been 35 lar- ences this year, mostly involving the theft of unattended property, and six minor offenses.

Comparisons with the crime statistics for the last two years show that the number of crimes committed upon Baruch students have dropped steeply, paralleling the dramatic drops in crime which have occurred in the rest of the city.

In 1996, there have been only three reported instances of crime which the more serious than larceny. There was a sexual offense in which a man made an unwanted advance to another man, a single burglary, and an arson, which may have resulted from negligence, according to Donald J. Barto, Assistant Director of Security. In 1997, the only serious reported crimes have been three burglaries.

In general, students who were asked to comment on campus security said that they felt totally safe. The only areas of concern, for some female students, were the stairways and ladies restrooms.

"I take the stairs a lot. I don't know if I could get help if somebody attacked me," said Odette Dassent, a junior.

The last violent crime at Baruch College was a rape which occurred about 15 years ago in a ladies room, according to McLaughlin. It was this incident which led security guards to check IDs at the entryways, he said.

continued on page 3

Citizenship Drive
Initiated
Once Again

By Polly Gwardysk
The International Students Office (ISO) plans to hold it's 2nd annual Student Citizenship Drive on November 5.

The ISO's drive is designed to help eligible students through the process of becoming U.S. citizens. The drive is part of the system-wide CUNY Citizenship and Naturalization Project which developed because of the large number of foreign born students in the CUNY population.

As part of the drive, photo and fingerprinting will be provided for free, services that would otherwise cost $30. In addition, immigration lawyers will be present to help through the steps of the application process.

Project organizers plan to hold the drive every semester. The convenience and financial savings to students are perks toward the ultimate goal: to build a stronger voting force within CUNY, thereby increasing the political leverage so desperately needed in a system constantly hit with cutbacks and tuition increases. At last semester's drive, more than one hundred student applications were processed with the help of volunteers from Golden Key Society and the Day Session Student Government.

The ISO requests that each interested applicant pick up a information packet in person prior to November 5. Their office is located at 360 Park Avenue South, room 1711.

All students wishing information and applications for citizenship are urged to attend. Volunteers and ISO staff will be present to answer questions, assess student eligibility and help with the application process, according to Anna Merouts, a student aide at ISO.

continued on page 3
College Offices Reorganized

By Tamim Islam

The Manhattan Institute luncheon on October 9 served as a forum for discussing the implications of the new reorganization of Baruch College's administrative structure. The reorganization, which was announced by the administration at the luncheon, is aimed at improving efficiency and streamlining operations.

The changes in the administrative structure affect a number of departments and offices, including the Office of Administration, the Office of Student Affairs, and the Office of Provost. The Office of Administration will now be responsible for the financial operations of the college, while the Office of Student Affairs will oversee the academic and student life programs.

The Office of Provost will now be responsible for the academic programs of the college, including the departments of arts and sciences.

The reorganization is part of a larger effort by the administration to improve the efficiency of the college's operations. The administration has been working to create a more streamlined administrative structure, which will allow for better coordination of the college's activities.

The changes in the administrative structure are expected to have a significant impact on the college's operations. The administration hopes that the new structure will result in a more efficient and effective operation of the college.

"We are committed to improving the efficiency of our operations," said the college president. "This reorganization is a key step in that direction."
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EDITORIALS

Unification of the Student Governments

East and West Germany got back together. The United States was once apart, but has been solidly together for almost 150 years. But how come we still have two student governments?

The entire purpose of having two student governments was to differentiate between students who attend classes at night (Evening Session Student Association) and during the day (Day Session Student Government). But now, there is no difference. Two governments are not needed. Students take classes when they can, night or day. Who serves the between-timers? Mid-Autumn Session Student Government?

What is needed is one effective government, serving the entire student population. Some contend that there is a difference between Day and Evening students, but this paper feels there is not a difference. We are ALL students at Baruch, and we ALL should have one student government.

Quote of the Fortnight

"I take the stairs a lot. I don’t know if I could get help if someone attacked me."
—Odetta Dasent, Junior
Concerning security on the stairs in Baruch
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Exhale

WHO CARES ABOUT OUR KIDS? NOT BARUCH!!

I have spoken to, I have had no problems with professors about her accompanying me to classes. While she is with me she is working on her quiet activities, such as mending, which entertains her while I am listening attentively to her and taking notes from my professor. On one occasion, my professor told me that a classmate and she was the first to respond to a laugh. He, to address the statement in The Ticker that children do not want to sit in a "boring" lecture, some are attentive, disciplined and listen to the lecture more keenly than some students whose children are asleep in class. Another student-parent said she brought her four-year-old son to school the first day. Since then because his Pre-K school began the next day she learned to be more receptive to the surroundings of her children.

My son is well disciplined and has been attending classes with me since he was two and a half (2-1/2) years old so he has learned to row and to behave in class.

The problem I have is in the evenings when I work in the computer lab I wish to study in the study group library which is the lab. Last year I was able to go to group study rooms and in the company of my four children.

The September 3rd and September 11th issues of Baruch College’s Ticker newspaper addressed the issue of Baruch College computers and allowed students to voice their opinions.

BarUCH!! KIDS? NOT BARUCH!!

In response to the statement that children are disruptive in the classroom, many faculty staff and parents have opened their doors to the possibility that they bring their children to class.

Emergency or short visit situations. I have had about four cases during my nine (9) years as an evening student, at Baruch College, which I have had to bring my daughter to class with me. She is four (4) years old now and is well disciplined. Like other parents, I am well aware of the need for more security.

Sincerely,

Jeannine Mercer
Student Parent
Dear Mr. Green,

I always read the Ticker because I like to know what is going on around school and to see what interests my fellow students. In the October 1 issue of the Ticker, on page 14, you noted responses to the question "Can inter-racial/cultural relationships truly exist in this society?" This is a very good question and I found the responses interesting.

However, with a student body as diverse as Baruch's, I am curious to know why the opinions of students of many other races, such as Hispanics, Asians, Europeans, etc., were not included. Did you realize that you did that? A sample more representative of the student body would be more interesting.

I am a student at Baruch and am very uncooperative and refused to help Mr. Davis. I was initially very uncooperative and refused to help Mr. Davis. I was initially very uncooperative and refused to help Mr. Davis. I was initially very uncooperative and refused to help Mr. Davis.

Sincerely,
Eva Riva
Graduating Senior

Crotty Stresses Baruch's Compassion!

September 30, 1997
Journal M. Maldaret
Editor In Chief The Ticker
390 Park Avenue South Room 1301
New York, NY 10016

Dear Editor,

I read with interest Ming Wang's coverage of Gramercy Hotel Long Gone, but Jim Davis Crusades On
in the September 17 edition of The Ticker. As Director of Community Relations and Economic Development for Baruch College, I believe there is another side to this story that needs to be told.

Mr. Davis was an occupant of the Gramercy SRO that was one of the ten parcels of property demolished to make way for the new academic facility under construction for Baruch College by the Dormitory Authority.

For ten years this plan was under discussion and the Dormitory Authority, under Chairman John Egan, promised to relocate the individuals who remained in the hotel. Mr. Davis was initially very uncooperative and refused help. Finally, in July of 1996, after losing a lawsuit in Supreme Court, he agreed to let us help him relocate.

There was no harassment as alleged. The relocation was carried out in a very sensitive and humane manner. RMARelocation and Economic Development Company and a social worker were hired and worked on site to help relocate the individuals who remained in the hotel.

Mr. Davis was initially very uncooperative and refused help. Finally, in July of 1996, after losing a lawsuit in Supreme Court, he agreed to let us help him relocate. Having no employment or income, Mr. Davis refused the jobs offered by the Dormitory Authority and Baruch College. EDA was able to get Mr. Davis a comparable sized room in the Times Square Hotel. Refusing to leave unless the Sheraton Hotel was opened, his belongings were moved to the Times Square Hotel where he is currently staying.

The property was taken under a condemnation suit, under the State of New York. The Dormitory Authority had planned since 1987 to build a new academic facility along the Iowa River just north of the first white settlement of the region. The property was taken under a condemmation suit, under the State of New York. The Dormitory Authority had planned since 1987 to build a new academic facility along the Iowa River just north of the first white settlement of the region.

Because of the inconvenience of moving, the Dormitory Authority needed to be relocated.

There were 21 tenants left that needed to be relocated. Mr. Davis was initially very uncooperative and refused help. Finally, in July of 1996, after losing a lawsuit in Supreme Court, he agreed to let us help him relocate.

Sincerely,
Jane C. Rovan
Director, Community & Economic Development

Rebuttals from the Un-Washed Masses

October 2, 1997
Dear Mr. Green,

I always read the Ticker because I like to know what is going on around school and to see what interests my fellow students. In the October 1 issue of the Ticker, on page 14, you noted responses to the question "Can inter-racial/cultural relationships truly exist in this society?" This is a very good question and I found the responses interesting.

However, with a student body as diverse as Baruch's, I am curious to know why the opinions of students of many other races, such as Hispanics, Asians, Europeans, etc., were not included. Did you realize that you did that? A sample more representative of the student body would be more interesting.

I am a student at Baruch and am very uncooperative and refused to help Mr. Davis. I was initially very uncooperative and refused to help Mr. Davis. I was initially very uncooperative and refused to help Mr. Davis. I was initially very uncooperative and refused to help Mr. Davis.

Sincerely,
Eva Riva
Graduating Senior

October 9, 1997
Dear Mr. Davis,

I am very happy when someone takes questions that bring our society into question seriously. I appreciate the principled manner in which you presented your criticisms. I did not realize that most of the people picked for the "Racially/Historically Underserved" section of FEATURES were Black. The people in the Oct. 1 issue were picked randomly without any preconceived plan of cultural or racial bias. The students picked were Black, but they were from different cultural backgrounds. They were from Jamaica, Barbados, West Africa, African American and even. It was culturally diverse. It was not racially diverse. This error I will be quick to forgive in the future.

In your letter you stated how Baruch is culturally diverse. The student body is 45% women. People of color (as we called "minorities") make up more than 30% of the student body. Male students of color make up more than 10% of the student body. They are all involved and split on any issues involving race. Sincerely,
Eva Riva
Graduating Senior
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The Heather Toussaint Award
Self-Determination Begins In The Mind

By Carolyn Brad
The name Heather Toussaint, has secured a permanent place in the annals of Baruch College student leaders because she was one of its most dynamic leaders. A young, outspoken critic of the treatment of Blacks, People of Color, and the poor, the former president elect of the Baruch African Student Senate (BASS) was afflicted with sickle cell anemia from birth. This disease overcame her last October in 1996. This did not stop her from organizing students in trying to attain an Asian Studies Dept., an African language course and to get students an exchange program to countries in Africa. Heather was born in the Caribbean country of Trinidad. She was very proud of her African and Asian background. Students will remember her when she was part of the campaign to get Baruch students to organize against educational cuts in 1995. Students honor her commitment to struggle and her love for the people.

The Soul Survivors at Baruch College, as part of their NEXT STEP Program initiated a scholarship in her name in the spring of 1997. That semester many student organizations participated in this contest. They include Haitian Cultural Society, Baruch African Student Senate, Table Tennis Club, Club Caricature and Baruch Student Power Movement and the Evening Session Student Association. This was also supported by the Black and Hispanic Studies Dept. Three winners won the essay contest for 1997: Sergy Tabuteau, Darren Hartley and Edward Rodriguez.

Heather's brother, Kirby, felt very proud of her African and Caribbean heritage. He says, "I respect the opinions of the Baruch student body. I especially respect her activities in organizing student associations." Heather's brother, Kirby, felt that Heather was a warrior-queen in constant struggle for disenfranchised people.

This year the award may be spearheaded by more clubs. With the formation of the Descendants of Afrika (DOA), a new collective of Black students and People of Color, clubs we are possibly looking at ten clubs pushing for this award. This year DOA compromises the clubs that worked on the award last year with the addition of the West Indian Cultural Club, Phi Beta Sigma, Caribbean Students Association, African Greek League and Latin Students Organization. This new collective may include the Multi-cultural Association, but we will not have a definite number. This collective also has worked on campus voter registration with the Hispanic Society, as well as a book drive for people in prison. They also have community projects that involve feeding programs. The award itself also sends a political message. The award was originally called the Fred Hampton Peoples Struggle Award. It is changed in Heather's honor. Fred Hampton was the chairman of the Chicago Black Panther Party and was murdered by the Chicago law enforcement agency in his sleep in 1969. He was only 21 years old. Orlando Green, founding president of Soul Survivors and close friend of Heather states, "This award, put out by the student organizations, is an attempt to create more critical minds, to create more student leadership."

Green also explains that it is a first attempt to answer the educational budget proposals of Governor Pataki. The essay context is a way to provide students with monetary assistance that the educational budget cuts take away. There is no way that this award money will help all the Baruch students, says Orlando. "The topics are geared towards questioning why these material conditions exist."

The Heather Toussaint Award "This award, put out by the student organizations, is an attempt to create more critical minds, to create more student leadership."

"Why should communities have the right to put out ideas? Why should communities have the right to write include a question on why these material conditions? Why should communities have the right to ask on what she thought on political message. The award was called the Fred Hampton Peoples Struggle Award. It is changed in Heather's honor. Fred Hampton was the chairman of the Chicago Black Panther Party and was murdered by the Chicago law enforcement agency in his sleep in 1969. He was only 21 years old. Orlando Green, founding president of Soul Survivors and close friend of Heather states, "This award, put out by the student organizations, is an attempt to create more critical minds, to create more student leadership."

"This award, put out by the student organizations, is an attempt to create more critical minds, to create more student leadership."

Look for the Spring 1997 Faculty Evaluation in a future issue!
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,

Talk to Staying Wished, you see, for your credit evaluation is done. If not you could possibly wait up to two years before your credit evaluation is done. If you get the right credit evaluation, your credits might be within half a year. From what you told me the average time for transfer credit evaluation is about one year. If you get the right credit evaluation, your credits might be within half a year. If not you could possibly wait up to two years before your credit evaluation is done.
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Maddy’s Mind Teasers
Do you have a PHOBIA?

**Across**
3. Fear of sleep.
7. Fear of enclosed spaces.
10. Fear of anything new.
13. Fear of Russians or Russia.
18. Fear of high prices.
21. Fear of school.
22. Fear of Learning.
23. Fear of baldness.
24. Fear of books or dislike of books.
25. Fear of bathing.

**Down**
1. Fear of a heart attack.
2. Fear of being buried alive.
4. Fear of fear itself.
5. Fear of making love in an automobile.
8. Fear of becoming or Not becoming pregnant.
9. Fear of animals.
15. Fear of marriage.
16. Fear of getting wrinkles.
17. Fear of the void.
19. Fear of everything.
20. Fear of tests or taking a test.

**HINT:**
All words end in “phobia”

Words and definitions taken from There’s a Word For It! by Charles Harrington Elster.

---

**Great Weekend Escapes from MasterCard and United Airlines!**

Take Off For The Weekend With United Airlines And Return The Following Monday Or Tuesday To Get Substantial Savings When You Use Your MasterCard® Card.

See how you can WIN FREE AIRFARE when you visit us at www.mastercard.com/college

---

**Weekender Zone Fare Certificate**

Use Your MasterCard® Card For Great Savings On United Airlines.

To make reservations, call United at 1-800-241-6522 or your travel professional. Please reference Weekender Zone Fare Certificate AV0157.

**Roundtrip Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routes</th>
<th>Roundtrip Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - B</td>
<td>Starting at $148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - C</td>
<td>Starting at $138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - D</td>
<td>Starting at $148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - C</td>
<td>Starting at $138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - D</td>
<td>Starting at $148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - D</td>
<td>Starting at $128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conditions and Restrictions:**
- Flights must begin and end in Phoenix, Arizona.
- Travel Dates: Travel must begin and end in Phoenix, Arizona.
- Travel Complete: March 31, 1998.
- Promo Code: AV0157

**How to Enter:**
- To enter by phone, call United at 1-800-241-6522.
- To enter by mail, send a postcard with your name and address to: MasterCard International Incorporated, P.O. Box 500030, Dallas, TX 75350-0030.
- Enter by midnigt Mer 31, 1900.

---

**Great Weekend Escapes**

**MasterCard**

**United Airlines**

©1997 MasterCard International Incorporated
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**Maddy’s Mind Teasers**

**Do you have a PHOBIA?**

Look Out for the
Spring 1997
Faculty Evaluations
in a future issue!
Business And The Economy

In Brief...

The Art Of Business Etiquette

By Hung Tran

In the business world today, employees and employers use etiquette as a way to uphold an ethical standard in the workplace. Knowing how to function especially in a restaurant and cocktail part is as important as wheeling and dealing million dollar contracts and acquisitions. In fact, companies such as Etiquette Professionals specialize in teaching etiquette to the staff and business partners.

Etiquette, defined by Jacqueline Baertshoff, a graduate of the Ecole Hotellerie de Lausanne and whose professional experiences include The Restaurant with No Name in Washington, Mexico, and The Drake Hotel in Chicago, “is the better way of doing things.” It’s really a way of being,” said Hoffman. During an hour long seminar at Baruch College, Hoffman spoke to a group of business majors on the finer points of etiquette, including tips on fine dining and interviewing techniques for the prospective employer.

During the seminar, Hoffman demonstrated ways in which to make a good first impression, which includes dress codes for males and females during interviews, techniques of sitting and walking, proper speech and articulation, and the proper introduction techniques. Hoffman also stressed the importance of the inquiry Hudson shut down in Columbus, Neb. plant at the U.S. Department of agriculture’s insistence in Aug. after its meat recall from possible E.coli contamination as expanded from 20,000 pounds to 35 million pounds. As frequently, IBP Inc. announced it was buying the best beef plant from Hudson.

Jacqueline Hoffman pointing out the finer points of etiquette to the Economies and Finance Club.

Call 1-800-878-3872
www.att.com/collection/np.html

VARSOVIA
Travel & Shipping
74E 7th Street, New York, NY 10003
LOOKING FOR A REMOVAL TO EUROPE?
Travel in October - November 2007
PARIS
RT $289 + tax
LONDON
RT $289 + tax
BERLIN
RT $374 + tax
WARSAW
RT $404 + tax
Discount $20
with Student ID
For tickets to POLAND
Fares two ways, taxes extra, subject to change
Phone (212) 529-3256

It's FREE,
so why haven't we heard from you yet?

Jobs in the Global Market -
Calling all bilingual is your ticket to success.
Interview with the world’s top companies at the Pan-African Job Fair, includes:
World Bank, United Nations, Federal Government Positions, Finance & Trade, and more.
Oct. 17-18, 1997
Jacobs Convention Center, 655 W. 34th St., New York, NY
Phone (212) 529-3256
http://www.ajf.com

Business, Art, and The Economy

It's all within your reach.

TICKER FEATURES OCTOBER 15, 1997
WILL THE PORT SURVIVE? DOES IT MATTER?

TOM WAKEMAN
PORT AUTHORITY OF NY & NJ

PROFESSOR LESLIE KANUK
FORMER CHAIR, FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

Wednesday, October 29th, 1997
12:15-1:45 PM
Room 1200 360 Park Avenue South
(Sandwiches & Drinks Served)

By Datwon Thomas

A music video can be the most hectic place for an artist to perform. Especially when you are trying to make the Beacon Theater a hot spot for a video shoot.

However, Yvette Michele, Loud Recorde's solo R&B/hip hop knockout has been calm under pressure. While the stage crew bangs wood ships and nails into the air, Ms. Michele sits patiently as her hair dresser tends to her loose ends. The marketing/producer of her hit singles, "Everynight," "Everyday" and "I'm Not Feeling You," (D.J. FunkMaster Flex) is late for the early takes of "Old Keep Playin'" with his crew of workers at the "D.J.'s". Yvette is amazed by all of the excitement, but is still exposing her ever present professional composer.

With her debut album, My Dream, floating in the wings, the sky's the limit for her... or mine...

D.J.: Being in the R&B field firstly and then jazzing over tunes, was it easy to blend into the Hip Hop/R&B arena?

Yvette: Oh Yes! The only thing I can't do is rap, but I love Hip hop music. It was basically finding the way to bring my skills into the table that would use it with what I do. My inspirations are from R&B (and Dance), in terms of my vocal arrangements and melodies. But Hip Hop has also been a major influence in terms of my musical selection and I was very involved in the selection of tracks for the album.

D.J.: How was it working with the producer?

Yvette: It was great! That was my first time in the studio not having someone putting me together. It was really encouraging because that was the first time. He's so laid back and he has such a love and respect for R&B music, despite his love for Hip Hop. I was glad I had something in common with him, 'cause I'm basically the same way. The location was incredible, St. Lucia...the food, the people, everything was just nice. It was fun.

D.J.: Where do you see your career headed, into more Hip Hop/R&B or spreading out a little more?

Yvette: Ultimately (sprawling out). I don't plan on using this album only as a stepping stone to other types of music. I want to lock it down (Hip Hop/R&B). I keep this and keep my style, fan base and build on that. If something new comes along or it's necessary to

Everyday & Everynight, the remix single from Yvette Michele.

Everyday, the debut LP from Yvette Michele.

The complete, exclusive interview with Yvette Michele will soon be available at DaSewaSide

Jennifer Jason Leigh as a shy, struggling to be loved and accepted By novel of the same title that is at story is best Canadian Rockies stood in for and the holy city of Lhasa (ac- crisp cinematography capture correction and Robert Fraisse's Seven Years In Tibet. Manny Rodriguez .

In life, you have to go a long way. There are lots of huge and amazing factors that will allow you not only to survive but to thrive. Here are a few tips that can help you.

1. Believe in yourself: Believe that you can accomplish anything you set your mind to. Your confidence will lead you to success.
2. Learn from others: Surround yourself with positive and successful people. Learn from their experiences and apply them to your life.
3. Stay focused: Focus on your goals and don't let distractions take you away from achieving them.
4. Never give up: Persistence is key. If you don't achieve your goal the first time, try again.
5. Keep growing: Always be learning and growing. You can never know too much.

Remember, success is a journey, not a destination. Keep moving forward and you will achieve great things.
TRANSLATIONS
THE ARTISTIC SECTION FOR BARUCH ARTISTS
A Moonlight Soulmate
Hidden Splendor

As I lie in the silent shadows of my bed, I ponder her celestial arrival upon this dark light. From across this lonely room, the long, wide silhouette upon my window crees to life. As a touch of glittery fairy dust fills this gloomy room, she softly moonlight coalesces her ghostly image beside my side. She glances towards me with a cool, distant look in her eyes. She says not a word as I gently trace her angelic face with a single blue ray. 

The sun filtered through the half pulled shades and the silhouette of rays fell upon your large green eyes, hidden beneath thick lashes that blended them into the darkness of the room. 

The sun rested for a moment upon the ocean and you responded with the slightest blush, before you opened up completely to reveal blinding brilliance.

You lit up the moon and dark corners were brightened by your smile, antiquated furniture was once again young. 

The dust flew in anguish against your face and the windowspace rattled in their fury. 

You stopped to gaze upon me and you knew that it had met its equal. 

You, in response to all the confusion, closed your eyes and wept.

-Desiree Lopez

"YOU ARE THE ONE"

You are the one who can see deep into my soul and pull out those feelings. I need you to understand. 

You are the one who holds the key to my heart and who can give my body a quick jumpstart.

But all these words can’t describe how I feel about you. I’ll try to say it in 3 easy steps. "I love YOU, HONEY," Now how about a kiss.

-Juan Raposo

This is dedicated to Susan, my love. 

-Shelton Tyrewala

The sun made her chaste across the dark sky. It blazed red in the arms. The moon was lit with the wispy catch the scoundrel with his midnight steeds. The moon was angry, and the night sky. It all seemed to be a dream. Only in wake and find that it was all a dream. 

-Desiree Lopez

Untitled

Come into my mind, and feel the anger, love, deception and fear are always here. Do you know what is there in your mind and what lies in your heart? My dimensions and limitations are as vast as space and time. There is no end to your thoughts and just like a mayor traverses through space, it never goes back to where it began as it has no return. All things are twisted and thoughts bounce forth and back.

On said... when there comes a tear perhaps it’s out of fear or is it that I am crying or maybe I’m just long... sound...

My mind and my thoughts I fear for it lies not to just me but to all who are near.

-Jason Durnin

EDITORS’ NOTE:
We have been tremendously pleased with the various artists who have contributed their art and impress other Baruchians to get involved. We thank Jason Durnin, Kiro, Atlaf Tyrewala, Juan Raposo, SMO and Desiree Lopez for submitting their creations.
Intoxicated Props

By Carlos L. Gomez

In my dream, smoke-filled basement, a dozen heads nod simultaneously to the music Marley from the Sun

Roots. The aroma of trees burning and spilled beer permeates the stale

damp air. Some of my boys play games, some play NBA Live, and some just sit and smoke. Everybody is intoxicated by the beer, the music, and The Beatnuts.

For years, this scene has been on

live over and over in my head.

The Beatnuts have been part of this tradition since the release of their first classic studio album, 1993's "发售 Demons.

In the late-'90s, the group, comprised of Phonetic Marley and Psycho Les (aka Jeru the Damaja), teamed up with Native Tongue founders Ali and Positive K to form The Beatnuts.

With one of the trio, Fashion. With inno-

diously, they worked on Monie Love's underground legends and developed a sound that was ready for mainstream audiences to accept.

By Carlos L. Gomez

In my dream, smoke-filled basement, a dozen heads nod simultaneously to the music Marley from the Sun

Roots. The aroma of trees burning and spilled beer permeates the stale damp air. Some of my boys play games, some play NBA Live, and some just sit and smoke. Everybody is intoxicated by the beer, the music, and The Beatnuts.

For years, this scene has been on live over and over in my head. The Beatnuts have been part of this tradition since the release of their first classic studio album, 1993's "发售 Demons.

In the late-'90s, the group, comprised of Phonetic Marley and Psycho Les (aka Jeru the Damaja), teamed up with Native Tongue founders Ali and Positive K to form The Beatnuts.

With one of the trio, Fashion. With inno-

diously, they worked on Monie Love's underground legends and developed a sound that was ready for mainstream audiences to accept.
**Playing Pulp!**

By Manny Rodriguez

...and interviews with The X-Files star, David Duchovny, or seen the game show, you'll be much with the dry wit and cool timing, the Duchovny possesses. The X-Files is a seemingly serious show but throughout its many seasons, there have been moments when Duchovny, as Fox Mulder, has been able to exhibit the wit that his new film, Playing God, takes full advantage of.

Directed by Andy Wilson, *Playing God* is the story of drug addicted Dr. Eugene Sands who, by his mannerisms and his physical appearance and his calmer actions. We see his character, Mulder, has been able to take full advantage of.

The weakness of Dr. Eng's plan was exposed in the first year of operation, as the "monster" actually attempted to attack. With a better average squad, he was only able to assure one win that was against a team with only seven men. Dr. Eng, however, was not discouraged. He then instructed his sidekick to recruit better players who would bring the "monster" wouldn't make the same mistake twice (that is in covid-19). This worked well.

The outside middleblockers served other purposes than merely getting the volleyball into the net. The outside middleblockers served other purposes than merely getting the volleyball into the net.

The Phantom Slammer Strikes Again

Now all the "monster" had to do was just make substitutions... how hard could that be? The players seemed footloosed as they actually started out with a bang (although not the damn ethnicity policy with the vectors was changed. Winning their first "voters"' judgments was then thrown into Dr. Eng's administration, it has been forced to cut down on laws, like the stationery, sports games, gun play, and the loss of a home field. However, Dr. Eng is not willing to give up with just a fight. Since he could not find a red soccer coach, a reasonable facsimile, his plan was to locate someone from the FBI witness relocation program (without a traceable past). Then hand him the two "soccer made easy" videos and the school's policy on political correctness and like Frankenstein's monster a story was born.

As opposed to being typecast as a monster, David Duchovny (r.) has been able to portray half-time refreshments. He developed a winning formula for goalkeepers keep, defenders defended, forwards scored and midfielders stay in the middle. Acting like a spoiled kid in the sidelines, he not only strategically guided his team to three straight losses, but also injured key players due to losing substitution patterns. The surviving healthy athletes who begin to question his sanity were kicked off the squad for failing to adhere to the wrath of the "monster." Seeing his hold on the team diminish, he reverted to guerrilla warfare as he attempted to divide the team into factions, races, nationally, eating habits. It seemed foolproof as they actually were able to come together and overcome the "stateswomen" far exceeds the doubles. His warped" in the soccer squad. Just waiting for the soccer squad.

We're still not sure what to do. Dr. Eng is still trying to organize transportation... how hard could that be? The players seemed footloosed as they actually started out with a bang (although not the damn ethnicity policy with the vectors was changed. Winning their first "voters"' judgments was then thrown into Dr.Eng's administration, it has been forced to cut down on laws, like the stationery, sports games, gun play, and the loss of a home field. However, Dr. Eng is not willing to give up with just a fight. Since he could not find a red soccer coach, a reasonable facsimile, his plan was to locate someone from the FBI witness relocation program (without a traceable past). Then hand him the two "soccer made easy" videos and the school's policy on political correctness and like Frankenstein's monster a story was born.

The weakness of Dr. Eng's plan was exposed in the first year of operation, as the "monster" actually attempted to attack. With a better average squad, he was only able to assure one win that was against a team with only seven men. Dr. Eng, however, was not discouraged. He then instructed his sidekick to recruit better players who would bring the "monster" wouldn't make the same mistake twice (that is in covid-19). This worked well.

The outside middleblockers served other purposes than merely getting the volleyball into the net. The outside middleblockers served other purposes than merely getting the volleyball into the net.
Men's Soccer (6-3)

Oct 1 vs CCNY          Loss 5-2
  4 vs Staten Island     Loss 4-1
  8 vs Pratt             PPD
  11 vs Lehman           Win 10-0

Women's Volleyball (8-2)

Oct 1 vs Medgar Evers    Win 3-1
  3 vs York              Win 3-0
  4 vs Lehman            Win 3-0
  8 vs USMA              Loss 3-1
  9 vs New Rochelle      Win 3-0
  10 vs Bard             Win 3-0

Women's Tennis (8-4)

Sept. 30 vs Mt. St.Vincent Win 6-3
Oct. 1 vs Mary Mount     Win 9-0
  3 vs Brooklyn          PPD
  4 vs CCNY              Win 8-1
  5 vs Manhattanville    Loss 8-1
  9 vs CNR               Win 5-4
  11 vs Bard             Loss 6-3
  13 vs Sarah Lawrence   Loss 5-4

Sports Quips

"The similarities between me and my father are different"
   - Ex-Yankee Dale Berra, son of hall of famer Yogi Berra

"Baseball is a great game to play, but to be honest,
I could never watch it because it's too boring."
   - San Francisco Giants third baseman Matt Williams

"We'll be right back after this word from Manufacturer's
Hangover."
   - New York Mets broadcaster Ralph Kiner

"He doesn't have ulcers, but he's one of the biggest
carriers there is."
   - Philadelphia Phillies manager Jim Fregosi, on erratic
   reliever Mitch "Wild Thing" Williams

During a timeout in a 1994 game, Kansas City Royals
infielder Jose Lind whipped out a harmonica and played
a tune for Boston Red Sox runner Otis Nixon as they
stood by second base. Although umpire Larry Young
said the musical interlude wasn't against the rules, he
did warn Lind: "I better not hear 'Three Blind Mice'
coming out of that thing."

In addition to being the worst team in modern times, the
1962 New York Mets also were victims of a bizarre
phenomenon-- "The Thursday Jinx." For some strange
reason, from the time the Mets came into existence
until April of the following year, they lost 16 consecutive
games played on a Thursday.

Seattle Mariners All-Star outfielder Ken Griffey Jr. arrived
at the clubhouse for a 1993 game and realized he had
the wrong pair of team socks. He turned to then coach
Ken Griffey Sr. and made a swap with dear old dad.
"After all these years, I'm still dressing him." Sr. said

When their clothing and tickets to a New York Mets game
were stolen from their car in 1993, three visiting college
students from South Dakota decided to stake out Shea
Stadium. Not only did the two thieves show up with the
tickets, they were also wearing some of the stolen clothes
and were quickly arrested.